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Summary:

To ask someone to dettne quality of life or to state the factors contributing to

it,is daunting and necessarily incites a myriad of answers. Does it llrlean having

enough money to buy those things that provide physical cottort or necessity?is it a

sense of inner satisfaction or worth? The situation in which someone finds hilnself

has much to deterllrline the manner of their reply. However one feature selms to be

constant when considering quality of life.

Q u a l i t y  O f l i f e  m e a n s  m a n y  t h i n g s , b u t  t h e  c o r e  f e a t u r e  i s  a  s e n s e  o f  s a f e t y  o r

security on an individual level, Without security no amount of wealth orinner well

being will provide,or be able to provide a sense of quality or value to llfe,the only

other option is chaos. As a naval officer the past 13 years,I have been in the business

of security and l have traveled extensively, What rny experiences lead me to believe,

is that despite varying degrees of development or wealth,a person generally feels they

have a good quality oflife when they have a reasonable assurance of security or

protection fronl arbitrariness. Beyond this basil leVel of security,all other

considerations become measures of relative prosperity concerning how one views

their quality of life. Security is the basis from which all else becomes possible.

My research concerns the innplications constitution revision or,specifically

revising article nine,will have on the security structures in】巳ast Asia. Recent events

in North Korea,rnisslle tests and a nuclear detonation test,underlie a tense security

environmentin the region, Despite challenges like these,there has been

overwhelHling progress in econonlies and stability in the reglon. As Tellhard de
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Chardin postulates,``For observers of the future,the greatest event will be the sudden

appearance of a collective human conscience"and the attainment of his omega point

in human development. 】 =owever,whatis needed for this evolutionary move to the

omega pointis human security on a global scale, In a small way,it is this evolution to

a higher level of human existence l am pursuing in my security studies.
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The point of this essay to explain the connection between my research,

Japanese constitution revision,and how it relates to quality of life. To do this l will

nrst have tO attempt to address what constitutes quality of life? Calling on recent

surveys l will show that security remains a central concern in how people feel about

their quality of life. Fromn this point,I will rnake the argument that security is the

foundation through which human endeavors spring and furthers the evolution towards

a more secure andjust society ofman.Atthis pointl will show thatthrough my

research l hope to sce how a FnOre rnllitarily proactive Japan will contribute to

stability through international action,as well the challenges that change poses, It is

my basic contention that through collective action,Inore powerfui nations by action of

their own selfbinterests can,and have promoted stability that has a1lowed for a general

irnprovement of the quality of life. I don't contend that this is a lineaF prOCess,but I

do belleve it has been a progressive trend nonetheless.

Quality of life?To a auto plant workerit could mean reasonable working

hours and good pay. アro a nOmadic herdsman in Darfur,it could lnean enough water

to survive and nourish his nock, The central weakness in trying to define quality of

life is that is differs in which context it is being addressed. The autoworker versus the

nomadic herdsman. However,it seems fronl numerous surveys fronl around the

world that a central concern of people on this topic is security. According to the

Econonlist lntelligence Unit's survey of 2005,nine factors constitute a quality of life

index。「Fhese nine factors include,in order of prevalence;rnaterial wellbeing,health,

political stability and security,famlly life,community life,climate and geography,job

security,political freedoIIl,and iastly gender equality, All these factors contribute to

a overall sense of what a person's quality of life is like.However,lt is with further

scrutiny thatit becomes clear that compared to all the other factors,it is security and

political stabllity that carries the rnost weight in deternlining the general quality of life

of a population,Again according to the Economist survey in 2005,in prdecting

responses to quality of life political freedonl and security received a nearly double

weighting than all other factors;25。3 weighting coenFicient compared to 15 for the

next signincant factor of health. This could be why a country like Russia with a very
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chaotic domestic situation,but still fairly good standard of living ranks well below

Bangladesh in quality of life;105th versus 77th.

Looking atthese nine factors in another way,it is clear that some are strictly

dependant on forces beyond human control;climate and geography. However,factors

such as security,rnaterial wellbeing,political freedonl,and gender equality can be

impacted by international action. By this reasoning,I Inean to show that the actions

of one nation can have a positive impact on another;though this can be negative too.

Itis in this realm that the broadestimpacts and contributions can be made to the

ilnprovement of quality oflife on a grand scale. This is not to suggest the imposition

of external structures or ideals,but rather the creation of an environment that can

allow for a prospering society. And l would contend,that only in a secure

environment could material wellbeing being be realized,that a livelihood free of

violent death becomes more likely,the community life becomes free fromn intrcine

tribal warfare and crinlinal vlolence. While there is much that can be done to iIIlprove

the quality of life in the worid,to attempt to do all ofitis to dooIIlthe endeavor to

fallure.

2″α"ウ ザ 乙砕 ,T所 挽αれ αれ″肋りFθC″S

Whatl have tried to do in my life's work,and with lny research is to find that

central feature that can fundamentally alter the dynamics and allow for an

improvementin the quality oflife. Like a doctor searching for a cure to a cancer,by

engineering a gene that causes the body to then recognize and Jほght the cancer

completely,「Foo often past attempts at improving issues like quality of life,have

preferred the short terrl butincomplete prognosis of a biopsyc While removing the

visible problenl,the fundamentals remain unchanged and the cancer reappears. In

this context,the cancer is instability and the high infant rnortality,shortened life

expectancies,chaotic faHllly life,and impoverishment are its symptoms. The goal of

improving the quality of life of people throughout the world is too difficult and

complex to be addressed directly but the fundamental feature that allows it to imnprove

must be firstimproved. 】3ut once this is accomplished efforts must expand into

improving the other features that denne quality oflife such as gender equality andjob

4
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security. Security or political stability is only the flrst step and a foundation upon

which all else can be advanced in improving the quality oflife of rnankind.

Pierre Tellhard de Chardin believed that rnankind was lneant to learn froHl and

continue the evolutionary process setin motion by Christ's sacrifice. Whlle it rnay

have been controversial to suggest rnan could learn fronl,and even progress beyond

the lessons of Christ's sacrifice,there is much shared in my logic and Tellhard's.

That is that through action ofIIlan,he rnay better his own lot not only spiritually as

Tellhard suggested,but as l anl concerned socially as concerns quality of life.

The condition ofIIlankind has not remained unchanged,it has changed and

evolvede i「his is not a linear process,for history is dotted with dark ages(the Greek

dark ages after Mycenae,the dark ages after the fall of Rome,the Cold War ofthe

20th century?). HoWever,these dark periods were not only localin scope but also

short in duration. For while ltturope slid backwards in the dark ages,the rniddle east

societies surged ahead along with China. While force of arlns allowed these two to

advance nlllitarily,it was the ensuing stability that allowed a booHling trade to

develop in the lndian Ocean and blossonling of these societies. Much like the

Romans had suppressed piracy in the Mediterranean during the Pax Romania,the

Musllm Caliphates did much the same in the lndian Ocean,and commerce prospered

in both oceans. Through secure trade routes,commerce expanded and along with it

an exchange ofideas。 「Fhese ideas gave other rnen incentives to innovate and find

new ways of not only conducting governance,trade,and science but also new ways of

viewing the world in which they lived. It is interesting to note,that while societies

have tried to ensure stability by closing themselves off from the worid,it has always

come at a priceo Without the invigoration ofintercourse with the outside world,Japan

during the i「okugawa gradually slid backwards and increasingly obscure from the rest

of the world. It is interesting to point out,that it seems clear from historical accounts

that quality if life in「Fokugawa Japan was better than most Europeans ofthe nlid

1800's, My pointis that Japan ran the risk of falling behind and not reaching the

fullest potential of its quality of life by being isolatedo Modern examples of societies

that have tried to remain isolated and have regressed econonlically,technologically,

and in a way socially was the Soviet Unlon,and cuwently North Korea.

My basic preHlise is that nations have an obligation to their own citizens to

realize their full potential to improve their own quality of life,but then to contribute
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to the betterment of rnankind in general. Inevitably the powerlessness and poverty of

others will effect the better off nations through movement of refugees,increases in

failed states,and the spread of violence. As the World]Bank and the lnternational

Monetary Fund have already realized along with the l」nite Nations in their

Hllllennium initiatives on combating global poverty,the security of the prosperous

nations depends on the improvement of the lives of those living in poverty. My

specialty is security,and l hope now to show how through the action of nationsin

international efforts can provide the stability and security necessary for the

improvement of the quality oflife of those in poorer countiesc SpecilttcaHy,how a

nlllitarily proactive Japan can contribute significantly to the improvement of global

security,and as l has shown already,how this will lmprove the conditions for

development and a generalimprovement of the quality oflife of rnost of the worid's

people.

J甥,αtt αれ冴αGわ うαJ Rοル

This past weekend Prime Minister Abe traveled to Betting tO meet with the

leadership of China.After so long a rift over issues of nationalism(Yasukuni Shrine

visits,history book controversies,and territorial disputes)it Seems that ties rnay be on

the mend. i「hat these two rivals have chosen to pursue trade instead of rnilitary

confrontation is signincante one argument for this change in great power competition

is the threat of nuclear war;or rather the peace that nuclear weapons have imposed on

conflict between great powers.「 Fhe best example for this featllre of modern IIlilitary

affairs was the Cold War;rnany times the world was a hare's breath away from

nuclear war,but thankfully was alwaysjust averted.Because of this,competition

between great powers has become largely econorIIlic in nature, To be sure,there

remain some very scary situations in the worid that could lead to great power warfare;

KashHllr and North Korea being the FnOSt notable.

My research focuses on the possibility that a more proactive Japan in

international efforts will further the cause of security. Japan has grown econonlically,

and pursued a very generous prograHl of financial aid throughollt the world since its

postwaT econOHlic Hliracle, Yet,despite this econonlic aid conflict has remained a

constant threat to the progress in improving the lives of those living in lesser

6
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developed reglons. Despite rnassive amounts of food aid,still many starved in

Somalia in the early 90's as arlmed gangs hoarded and controlled distribution of those

supplies. It is a situation that is falrliliar to many places international aid is sent. Only

with the necessary force can the aid be guaranteed to reach those mostin need and

provide for the most basic of human securitt needS・Currently the African Unlon and

United Nations efforts in Darfur are woefully under funded and manned.「 Fhe result is

a continuation,often in the presence of these forces,of continued vlolence and

atrocity.

The solution to such inadequacies is not a international police force,or taking

international action in every vlolent conflict. The situation and conditions lnust

dictate when such action is warranted. Thatis not only impossible,but to attempt

such would be counter productive. Conflicts such as thatin Darfur today clearly

warrant action,as did tilnely action in Rwanda. Those countries willing and able to

affect effective peace―enforcement are woefully liHlited。「Fhe United States has

demonstrated not only its ability but its willingness several tilnes to partake in peace―

enforcement operations;the Balkans,Somalia,East Timor. Japan too has shown an

increasing desire to partake in these same types of operations;Cambodia,East lrimor.

However,there remains a significantimpedilnent to an expanded role of Japan in

peace―enforcement operations. This innpedimentis the peace clause of article nine in

the current constitution.

屯河bう α協 御 ガθれ,S夕 ●″ガ ゥ αれ冴 挽 夕/mPθ Fraれ Cタ ザ P夕 αじ夕」『確 rC夕秘 夕れす

While the focus of lny research is the ilYlpact constitution revision may have,it

is important to understand the context of this change and globalization represents

perhaps the single mostimportant trend in world affairs today, My thought on

globalization is that it offers the world a tremendous prospect;world peace and

prosperity for all peoples of the world. i「he only requirementis that governments

respect the rule of iaw,adhere to principles of free trade,and ensure a sunFicient level

of security such that trade can prospere Countries that had done this,have

demonstrated a remarkable success rate;recent examples include South Korea,India,

and China. Yet,there are governments that are threatened by the transParency

required of them in order for Globalization to succeed, Notable examples of this
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group include lran,and North Korea. Additionally,September ll,2001 demonstrated

to the world that there are people violently opposed to Globalization.「Fhe world's

unaninlity in reaction to this event,underlines a fundamental aspect of that day;it was

an attack not on a nation or a people,but on a system. A systetrII that has fostered

greater prosperity,and freedonn through integration of the wol・ld's econonlies.

What the terrorists of September llth hope to accomplish is to disconnect an

entire reglon,the Middle East,from the global economy. The result of this divide

would be devastating to all nations,and certainly notlead to improved prosperity of

the people in the Middle East. The reason they seek this goal is to recreate a Hliddle

age lsiaHlic utopia,and rightly fear that the people of the Middle]East,lf allowed

access to the prosperity of the outside world,would opt out of that presumed utopia.

However,potential instability(the real enemy of Globalization)is nOtlimited to the

在ヽiddle East,for there are countries in South America and large portions of Africa that

have yet to integrate themselves with the world economy successfully. In short,the

world is splitinto two oppOsed camps;those who seek to isolate and subdue their

people and econonlies,and those who seek greater prosperity and security through

integration with the world's econonlies.

My focus is not on Globalization,but rather how Japan can adapt to better

safeguard the advances made,and promote future successes in the on going trend of

Cilobalization, A trend that has fostered more accountable governments,a respect for

the rule of law vice authoritarianisHl or violence,and due to greater economic

interdependencies has all but elinlinated the threat of iarge―scale nation state war.

Much work has been done in the pastten years on the merits,consequences,and

future of Globalization;I introduce theIIl to underline the importance of Globalization

to Japan's continued secu対ty and prosperity. 'This is because the terrorist have

targeted a systeIIl that has served Japan well,and led to her being one the most

prosperous nations of the worldo Should Globalization fail,the consequence would be

a poorer worid fractured,and in sometiIIle violent competition. Violence that can

reach any place as demonstrated on September ll,2001も

Japan has a significant stake in the success of Globalization,and cannot afford

to see it fall. Yet,Japan has not done all thatit can nor should do,due to self―imposed

linlitations inherent in its constitution. A corner stone to the success of free trade is

securityo Econonlies do not flourish in a war zone,and investors tend to view
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unstable governments or regions as bad investllflents, Thus the first step in ensuring

Globalization succeeds is to ensure freedom of the seas,and a degree of security that

enables vigorous trade and investlment. Japan's constitution,however,has by and

large prevented meaningfulinvolvement with United Nations peacekeeping

operations,and actions of collective defense, So if Japan is to fulfill its United

Nations Charter obligations,and realize its full nation―state potential,the pacinsm of

the current constitution needs to be overcome. Trends since the nrst Gulf War seem

to indicate there is serious consideration to signincantly revise or amend the current

constitution. How this is done and whatthe revislons include or don't include,will

have a significantimpact on the role Japan plays in the worid.

な 挽夕″ ″αり αP r O bル初 W JすれJ t tα円告cθれs筋所サοれαり 炒り P

First question to ask is if the Japanese constitution is in fact``broken," To

answer this question,I will focus on one aspect of a documentthat has served Japan

well in its post war recovery;article nine. Llp till the end of the cold war,Japan)s

constitution,especiaHy article nine,had been reinterpreted over tilne to address a

threat from the Soviet Unlon. During Japan's post war recovery and the cold war,

article nine's llIIlitation to Japan's rninimunl self―defense was adequate. I■owever,

following the cold war,and then the rise of international terrorisnl,the dynanlics have

changedt i「he foe today is instability and unaccountable,irresponsible governments,

not an ideological threat such as communism. Japan's first testin the post cold war

era wasthe Gulf Warin 1990-1991.

Japan's response to Saddam Hussein's invasion of Kuwait,has been called

“
Japan's Defeat of 1991." Coalition members,acting under United Nations

mandates,contributed not only money but also nlllitary forces with the goal of

ousting lraqi forces froIIL Kuwait. This coalition acted in collective self―defense as

obligated to do as rnember nations under article two of the Charter of the United

Nations. While the Japanese government debated the constitutionality of providing

physical support,the war ended. It was in fact,six months after hostilities ended that

在ヽaritime Self Defense Force nline sweepers were sent to the Persian Gulf. For rnany

nations,Japan's financial support,appreciated as it was,was■ot enough and when it

9
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由nally took action in support of United Nations resolutions;it was too late to make an

appreciable ilrlpact,

On the heels of the first Gulf War,Japan's abllity to support United Nations

mandates and contribute to security was again challenged. irhis tilne,in support of a

comprehensive peace accord in Cambodia in 1992. With a peace accord in place,and

thus assurances that Japanese forces would be in a non―hostile environment,Japanese

security forces were dispatched. Significant gains in establishing a sennblance of

peace were achieved. HOwever,when the Khmer Rouge brokethe peace accord and

reinitiated hostilities,Japan nearly reversed all its past successes in Cambodia.

Tensions in Japan were heightened when two Japanese nationals,part of I」nited

Nations efforts,were kllled. Despite popular demands to remove all Japanese support

in Cambodia,Prilne Minister Miyazawa's government held firnl and was able to

maintain Japanese forces in Cambodia。 「Fhe opposition party's contention at the tilme

was that without a peace accord in place,Japanese forces would necessarily need to

use force for self defense,and being outside the Japanese home isiands,beyond the

linlits of rninimunl self defense,and therefore unconstitutional. Since the Gulf War,

various bills in the Diet have addressed constitutional issues regarding United Nations

operations.These effotts attempted to darify Japanese military suppott in

peacekeeping and humanitarian efforts. However,there remains a constitutional

impediment to sending Japanese forces into a situation where a peace accord either

cannot be agreed to or there are no parties to agree to it. 】Examples of this situation

tend to involve ethic vlolence or where indigenous governments or rebel

organizatlons have little or no control of their own forces;think Darfurin Sudan,and

Haiti.

Starting with the first North Korean nllclear crisis of 1995,then the Taiwan

crisis in 1996,and cullninating in North Korea's Taepodong nllsslle launch in 1998,

significant weakness in the l」nited States―Japan security arrangement became

apparent. During the nuclear crisis,it became evident that should hostilities become

inevitable in Korea,Japan was notlegally able to support those operations(rear area

support)as being outside the realm of Japan's minimum self―defense.With a

significant United States presence in Japan,any regional c五sis involving the l」nited

States will certainly obligate Japan to providing rear area support, As new defense

guidelines were being drafted to address possible hostilities in Korea,the Taiwan

10
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Crisis of 1996 occurred when Hlissiles iaunched from People's Republic of China

warships,landed in watersjust north ofTaiwan.Debate on how Japan should

respond to a regional connict gained added attention,but remained unresolved until

1998's Taepodong nlissile launch.This event triggered a wave of public support to

more broadly interpret the lilnitations of Japanese support should a regional crisis

occur. New defense guidelines,started three years previous,were rapidly approved,

Yet,the issue of collective self―defense continues to be viewed as unconstitutional

despite Japan's obligations under the United Nation's charter. In fact,questions

remain today as to if Japan would be able to respond to another North Korean Hlissile

launch in a timely manner due to interpretatlon of article nine.

The most recent challenge to Japan's ennployment of defense forces has been

the war on terror. On September 19,2001 Prilne Minister Koizunli announced clearly

and unHlistakably Japan's support in this flght. Laterin October the Anti―Terrorism

Special Measures bill was passed. Most important,and critical to the l」nited States'

operations in Afghanistan,was a clear intention to provide“rear area support," In

fact,Self Defense]Forces shuttled fuel and supplies to l」nited States Naval forces in

the lndian Ocean carrying out offensive operations in AtthaniStan.This clearly was a

dramatic change froIII Japan's response to the Gulf Warin 1990-1991. I believe this

also represented the maximunl extent to which article nine of the constitution could be

interpreted.Additionally,Japan's self defense forces are in lraq providing assistance

and security in a non―combatant roleo Seeing as how prevalent violence continues to

be in that country,it rnay only be a matter of tilme before this presence is withdrawn.

To summarize,interpretation of Article Nine continues to ll『lit the use of

force to l『linimunl self―defense,and prevents Japan's participation in collective self―

defense and most peacekeeping operations. In fact,the nature of peacekeeping has

changed so much thatthese operations would be better described as peace

enforcement. If the threat of violence prevents Japan from involvementin United

Nations actions,then Japan wili not be a participant in alleviating the biggest

challenge to continued prosperity,instability.
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Due to the experiences of World War Two there is a very keen awareness of

Japan's rnilitary potential and liHlits placed on its employment by the constitution.

China,for one,has been a routine and outspoken critic of Japan. Any change to the

constitution or revislon of article nine,will certainly draw the ire of lnany Asian

countries. However,this shouldn't prevent Japan froIIl rnaking needed changes to its

constitution. Nonetheless,Japan should address these countries'concerns and assure

the worid such changes do not premeditate a resumption of IIlilitarism. In realty,the

Japanese people will be the greatest guarantor preventing a return to nlilitarisHl,and

because of public concerns,the wording of any new constitution would reflect that.

The pacifism of post Worid War Two Japan has too long prevented fulfillment

of obligations as a lnember of the Llnited Nationso Specilttcally,Japan's inability to

partake in``peace enforcement"operations,and collective defense. By changing

article nine in such a way as to a1low full participation in United Nations operations

and collective self―defense,a tremendous obstacle would be removed. This change

need not alter the basic prenlise of Article Nine,revocation of war as an aggressive

means to settle disputes. ]王owever,the right of belllgerency should be renewed to

bring the constitution in to agreement with the Charter of the United Nations.

Just as before the Metti COnstitution was ratined,there are numerous

p r o p o s a l s  p r e s e n t  f o r  a  n e w  o r  r e v i s e d  c o n s t i t u t i o n  t o d a y . U n l i k e  t h e  M e t t i

Constitution,the final choice of what direction Japan takes inevitably rests with the

Japanese people. If an excessive pacifisIIl endures,Japan will continue to be a less

than full member ofthe l」nited Nations. An outcome that would threaten Japan

becorIIling a permanent rnember of the Security Council. On the other extreme,if a

too nationalistic stance is taken and is viewed as a return to HlilitarisHl,relations with

other Asian nations lnaybe set back unnecessarily, Clearly,itis rny hope that a

Hllddle ground is found that allays concerns over rnllitarisHl,while removing

impediments to Japan's right of collective self defense.

12
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A key component ofJapan's defense policy has been centered on the UoS,

security arrangement. U.S.bases in Japan provide not only deterence to aggression

against Japan,but aiso a platform for prttecting stability throughout the reglon.Japan

has benefited tremendously from this arrangement. In the beginning,it allowed a

devastated Japan to focus its resources on recovering frollflthe ravages of World War

Two. Later,this relationship fostered the spread of trade throughout Asia via the

security and stability assured by the presence of United States rnilitary forces. i「his

trade in turn has provided opportunities for Japanese business to expand and continuc

to prosper.「Fhe concern with this arrangement today centers on regional crisis,and

what support Japan would provide to UoS,forces involved in such contingencies.

Two scenarios that best denne this issue,potential conflict between North and

South Korea,and a crisis between the Peoples'Republic of China and Taiwan, In

both situations,U.S.forces would be obligated to respond should either situation

become vlolent. In turn,any U,S.mllitary action would mostlikely deploy from

bases in Japan.「Fhis poses a dilemma,since the mere presence of so many l」 .Sゃ

forces in Japan would make it a target for attack. Would Japan provide support for

such contingencies? What would Japan's reaction be should Japanese forces come

under attack providing``rear area support"to UoS.forces?

It seems from details of recently revised defense guidelines,that Japan has

every intention of providing``rear area"support for U.S,actions in either situation;

Taiwan and Korea.Yet,like the support provided during the fightin Afghanistan,

there is an inherentlinlitto how much can be expected. Since Japanese forces are

linlited to non―combatant roles,and deployed only to areas far from hostilities their

impact and contribution will remain liHlited. Perhaps even at a critical lnoment where

their participation lnay prove critical. When the conflict comes closerto home,say

between the Koreas,then every place in Japan could be within range of hostilities.

Without a revislon to the constitution,“rear area supportず'vital tO Contingencies in

both Taiwan and Korea,will remain questionable as beyond lninilnun■self―defense.

13
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Looking to the future,and what role Japan seeks to play,the nrst question that

must be answered isi Will Japan play an active and positive role in supporting``peace

enforcement"operations and collective self―defense? Ifthe answeris yes,and I

believe that events over the past fifteen years have conditioned the Japanese public for

this role,Japan wlll accept and seek a role in line with the U.No charter. Accepting

this role does not immediately imply a return to Hlilitarism. However,some Asian

countries will protest vigorously any change to Japan's constitution regardless of

intentions. Rather than disregarding these cOuntries'concerns,Japan would be

obliged to engage and educate the rest of Asia of its intentions. A more engaged and

supportive Japan of United Nations operations is good for all countries,since it adds

another capable nation to promoting security and stability. Japan would be in fact,

removing the last vestige ofthe post war era,and take a key step to becoHling a more

``nortIIlal"nation.

Fallure to make changes will have a directimpact on Japano One,a

prosperous nation such as Japan not rneeting its U.N.obligations will make its

membership as a permanent rnember of the Security Council challenging. Japan's

pursuit of rnembership on the Security Council will undoubtedly draw attention to the

shortconlings of Japan's constitution,and must be addressed before any change to the

U.N,Security Council. Two,without an expectation of supportin regional

contingencies,the l」.S.―Japan security arrangement will remain strained. In the

highly unlikely event that this security arrangement falter,the cost to Japan for

maintaining an equally capable force to replace the U.S,presence will be tremendous,

and will only draw more suspicions fronl neighbor countries, The result being a less

stable East Asia,and possibly,though unlikely ensuing arIIls races, Lastly,and most

importantly,the promotiOn of Globalization and the rule oflaw depend on exporling

security and stablllty. Without Japan playing an active role in this,the chances of

more failed states increases,with ensuing vlolence and terrorism.

Itis too early to discern which course Japan will take in revising its

constitutiono However,itis pronlising to see so much debate,concern,and optinlism

concerning this topic in Japan. 卜在y research is ongoing,and currently l anl attending

senlinars at the U.N.University,Kelo l」niversity and pursuing a MsA.in Global
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Studies with the goal of gaining a fuller appreciation of the dynanlics surrounding the

constitutional debate in Japan. I strongly believe a more proactive Japan in support of

peace―enforcement and collective security would be a tremendous advance for the

betterment of the lives of rnany people in the world. Through international actions the

developed nations with the ability can help bring the stabllity and security necessary

to allow the growth of strong econortrlies,and stable governments that are not only

accountable to their people but responsive. The result of such efforts could be over

the future years a better quality of life for all people,and a move towards Tellhard's

omega point.
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